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cm2 s - I at 950°C [3]. This value of difision
coefficient is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than
the value for beryllium. Thus, HBT structures can be designed without undoped setback layers to accommodate the
diffusion of base dopants. Also, the low diffusion coefficient
of carbon allows more flexible device processing and more
reliable devices. AlGaAs/GaAs HBT’s that take advantage of
carbon doping have shown excellent results [4].
Carbon had been thought to be amphoteric in
In,,53Gao,47As [ 5 ] , yielding highly compensated n-type or
p-type conductivity in MBE-grown materials. Initial HBT
BT technology has received much attention for use in results with carbon-doped InGaAs bases (lattice-matched to
high-speed digital circuits and high-efficiency mi- InP) had low hole concentrations. Since then, carbon-doped
crowave devices. The InP/InGaAs HBT has advantages over InGaAs with hole concentration of 1 X 1019 c m p 3 was reHBT’s in other material systems: high electron mobility, low ported by Abernathy et al. [3] using trimethylgallium (TMG)
turn-on voltage u b e , low surface recombination velocity as in a nitrogen carrier as a source for gallium and carbon, and
compared to GaAs, and use of the same substrates as sources elemental indium and arsenic effusion cell sources, suggestand detectors of 1.3- 1.55-pm wavelength radiation favored ing hydrogen had a role in carbon incorporation or acceptor
in optoelectronics.
activity. Chin et al. [6] used carbon tetrachloride (CC1,) as a
A widely used acceptor dopant used in InP/InGaAs HBT’s carbon source in gas-source molecular beam epitaxy
is beryllium. Although beryllium can attain high doping (GSMBE, with hydrides used for the group V material
levels, it is limited by its concentration-dependent diffusivity, supply), thereby removing the limit on doping level posed by
which at high doping levels may significantly degrade device using a growth source (TMG) as the carbon source. A 420°C
performance. There are reports of severe diffusion problems post-growth anneal gave a bulk hole density of 5 x loi9
in the AlGaAs/GaAs system [l] and with some InGaAs-base cmp 3, implicating reversible acceptor passivation as the role
devices [ 2 ] . With high-temperature aging of beryllium-doped of hydrogen (incorporated from the hydrogen carrier gas for
AlGaAs/GaAs HBT’s, changes can occur in the base-emitter the CCl, or more likely from the cracked arsine). This hole
junction because of the high diffusion coefficient of beryl- concentration for InGaAs (lattice-matched to InP) represents
lium, resulting in a decreased lifetime for these devices under significant progress with respect to work reported by Shibias.
rakashi et al. [7]. While reactivation of hydrogen passivated
To overcome the problem of beryllium diffusion, the use zinc acceptors in InGaAs has been observed in this temperaof carbon as an acceptor has been recently studied. In GaAs, ture range [8], the lower solubility and diffusivity of hydrocarbon has high acceptor efficiency, and low diffusivity, gen in n-type semiconductors could limit the observed activation of carbon in n-p-n structures. Independent control of
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dopant in thin layers remained to be exploited in a device
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Abstract-The first N-p-n InP/InGaAs heterojunction bipolar
transistors (HBT’s) with p-type carbon doping in InCaAs are
reported. P-type carbon doping in the InGaAs base has been
achieved by gas-source molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE) using
carbon tetrachloride (CCI,) as the dopant source. The resulting
hole concentration in the base was 1 x
c ~ n - ~HBT’s
.
fabricated using material from this growth method display good
I - V characteristics with dc current gain above 500. This verifies
the ability to use carbon doping to make a heavily p-type
InGaAs base of an N-p-n HBT.
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achievable in InGaAs with carbon. The fact that preprocessing annealing did little to improve the base sheet resistance
supports the theory of hydrogen passivation being the dominant mechanism inhibiting carbon activation in InGaAs. Further study is in order, to optimize conditions to fully take
advantage of this growth method for use in high-speed devices.
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Fig. 2.

Common-emitter characteristic of carbon-doped HBT with emitter
area of 75 x 75 pm2.
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Fig. 3. Plot of small-signal current gain versus base Gummel number at
about J , = IO00 A/cm2 for this work and for several reported transistors.

It is of interest to compare the incremental current gain of
this device with previously reported values. The incremental
current gain for HBT’s is typically inversely proportional to
the Gummel number in the base to some power between 1
and 2 depending on the physical origin of the base current.
Fig. 3 shows a plot of h , as a function of the base Gummel
number for several previously reported InP/InGaAs HBT’s.
The value obtained for the carbon-doped device is comparable for devices with a similar Gummel number based on
interpolation of previous results for InGaAs-base devices.
This indicates a low minority-carrier recombination rate for
this material, despite its low growth temperature and significant density of unactivated carbon atoms.
In conclusion, the feasibility of using carbon doping in the
base of InP/InGaAs HBT’s has been demonstrated. The
device displayed excellent current gain, but relatively high
base sheet resistance. The hole concentration in the base was
1 x l O I 9 ~ m - indicating
~ ,
that high hole concentrations are
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